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People in IT, cybersecurity, marketing, and other specialists can all agree on one thing: the
Internet has become a battleground.
Various departments encounter unique challenges and having access to the right information
provides an edge. Combating cybercrime, amping up branding efforts, competition monitoring,
streamlining business processes — those are just a few activities that require reliable sources.
For such purposes, Domain Name Stat’s WHOIS database and domain statistics tools, powered
by its partner Whois XML API, have an extensive reach of websites worldwide, compiling domain
names that give way to data like the owners’ and registrars’ contacts as well as important technical
details. This instrument can help businesses in bridging information gaps, detecting trends,
resolving emerging issues, and more. Here’s why it matters.

What Does a Massive Number of Domain Names Mean?
Building effective information models for planning next months’ marketing campaigns, supporting
commercial operations, and countering cybercriminals call for knowledge of entities behind
companies and websites.
A WHOIS database is the Internet’s version of a phonebook, and businesses, as well as
governmental organizations, can use it to research domains, examine the details of domain
owners, and plan their moves from there.
What’s more, since domain names are continuously recorded, a WHOIS database download
platform provides a massive amount of data available for analysis. This helps make sure users
gain access to as many domains names as possible, improving their chances of successfully
spotting fraudsters, avoiding trademark infringement, or deciding on the right name for a company.

Why Should WHOIS Data Be Included in Business
Processes?
Businesses with a forward-thinking game plan may find it necessary to have in-house access to a
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WHOIS database, notably, to integrate the information offered in their decision-making processes
or analytical procedures.
Indeed, an immediate connection to a WHOIS platform allows organizations to keep control over
data and be less dependent on unverifiable facts. Also, it is handy for incident response and
enhancing business intelligence gathering.

How Can WHOIS Databases Allow Remaining a Step Ahead?
Defending a brand’s intellectual property rights, observing competitors, and reinforcing site
security are just some of the instances where domain records are used, and where timing is of
utmost importance. No one would want to be weeks late before proceeding with the legal actions
required to stop trademark infringement.
WHOIS Database Download promptly retrieves relevant updates to help users be timely and avoid
misleading information. For example, law enforcement agents are able to find a perpetrator’s
accurate details and apprehend malicious individuals without having to wait for months for the
database to refresh.

How Does WHOIS Integration Lead to More Automated
Systems?
To remain on top, automating information systems is something many companies seriously
consider. Yet, streamlining tasks such as detecting trends and market forces is a resourceintensive undertaking. New software and devices are usually expensive and hiring more staff to
monitor competitors, for instance, might not be a feasible option.
The integration of domain records, however, is an economical approach to aggregate and mine
data about geographical trends in an automated fashion.
Of course, format compatibility is a deciding factor as information has to be incorporated and
understood by different programming languages. The data offered by our WHOIS databases
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comes in several file types — including MYSQL, MYSQL dump, CSV, JSON, and XML — that can
be read and parsed for a variety of APIs, apps, and computer programs.

How Do Different TLDs Permit Exploring Countries and
Industries?
Of course, business leaders want to keep an eye on potential opportunities, partners, and
competitors in their industry. But it could be tricky getting hold of trustworthy data exposing present
market activities at a local or specific level. For that, data gathering through WHOIS can be
customized by applying search settings and filters by TLD type — generic top-level domains
(gTLDs) and country code top-level domains (ccTLDs).
WHOIS databases contain all addresses registered under these TLDs, which helps to accomplish
Internet-wide coverage according to given parameters. Someone who wants more insights into the
Australian market, for example, can concentrate on the “.au” TLD while another is able to monitor
“.edu” for education-oriented domains.

How Can WHOIS Serve as a Building Block for Other Tools
and Platforms?
Cyber threats are numerous and unpredictable, and companies are always in need for additional
measures to raise their security walls and address online dangers of all sorts.
WHOIS information can complement cybersecurity efforts, becoming a building block to enhance
platforms, tools, and techniques such as threat intelligence services, security information and
event management (SIEM) systems, and threat hunting initiatives.
Looking at threat intelligence in particular, underlying digital risks can be better investigated by
leveraging WHOIS data as a TI feed and check domain information for inconsistencies with other
published material to point out malicious online assets.

WHOIS databases have lots of use cases like marketing, cybersecurity, investigation, law
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enforcement and more. Would you like to learn further about how WHOIS Database Download can
be integrated into your business operations? Drop us a line at support@whoisxmlapi.com.
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